are considered. The localization of roots will be considered for suoh quesi-polynomiale and particularly the limit points of their real parts will be determined. The sensitivity of these points for a change of different retardation will be examined. (ii) h k (a) « const βχρ(τ°ζ) and τ° = τ 1 <=> Va in the half plane re ζ > λ there exist only a finite number of roots of H(z).
(iii) only -oo, +oo and real parts of roots of hj^z) can be the points of accumulation for real parts of roots of H(z).
Proof· Heoessityi (i) By oontradiotion, considering the function H(z) exp (-t°x) .
ζ
(ii) There exists x^ and for any x Q there exists y Q suoh that H(z) has no roots in the following sets {(x,y)ix£x 0 , y^y 0 }, {(x,y) : x^x.,}, where ζ -χ + iy, [2] , Therefore in the half plane re ζ^ x Q all roots of H(z) exist only in a bounded set. Tnus only a finite number of them could be found therein.
Sufficiency: (i) Due to our assumptions H(z) can be written in the form
where h^fz) = 1 + e(re z) (e(re z) 0 if re ζ -• oo ). Now, Rouche's theorem and theorem (12.10) from [2] give the desired conclusion.
(ii) If τ° < τ 1 then from necessity of (i) we obtain a contradiction. If h^fz) ¿ const exp(T Q z) then the Hadamard theorem implies that h k (z) has an infinite number of roots. But inf M k χ min BL· and these roots are contained in the strip re ζ e (for some real numbers λ 2 ). From
Rouphe's theorem it follows that this strip contains an infinite number of roots of »(e). This contradiotion finishes the proof· (ili) We suppose that there exists a limit point xQ -> re ι « lim re s4 and x. i -oo, h. (a 1 Φ 0. From this it
can be dedaoed that there exist numbers λ«, y1f H suoh that xQ ε and |H(a)| > M for {a t re a e [λ-,,λ^] » I im ζ I > 7·) I* He no e it follows that the holomorphio function H(z) has an infinite number of roptfe in a bounded set. This is the oontradiotion which proves the theorem. Proof. From our assumption it follows that there existe a seque noe suo h that Vi ß n r i i -»φ^ where
Then the point a Q a (x 2 ,0) is a root of g 0 (*) and g n (z) S 0 ( z ) uniformly within some neighborhood F of z Q . This follows from the inequality r |g n (z)-g 0 (z)| $ |o 1 |exp(-xt 1 )|exp(-i{Q n t i -<p^) -l|. i=0 If F is sufficiently small then g Q (a ) >Γ 0 on the boundary of F. Thus, from the Hurwitz theorem it follows that for sufficiently large η g n (z) has a root in F« Sinoe the neighborhood F can be arbitrarily small» h^fz) has roots with real parts arbitrarily close to x 2 . The second part oan be proved by the same method. The real parts of roots of (ζ) are dense in the set D. This theorem oan be proved in the same way as the previous one. In this case
where ψ^ are suitably chosen such that gQ(z) = 0 for some z, re ζ e D.
In the case when some of the delays are commensurable the real parts of roots of ii^iζ) belong to a certain sum of subintervals contained in £> (for instance, in Example 3 the corresponding H(z) will have some commensurable exponents even in case the numbers t^ are pairwise incommensurable). Then, the function hjjz) can be written in the form
where in the function w^(z) there are only commensurable exponents. Let Wj(x) = sup |w.j(x+iy)| = Wj(x+iyQ) (by comme nsurability the supremum is found in the compact set). The limit point Xg can be calculated from the equation m (2.3) |c0| = Wd(x). 3-1 In this case it can be noticed that the calculation is more complicated : 1) The functions Wj(x) must be found, 2) The equation (2.3) may have many solutions.
-500 -3. Spectrum sensitivity for change of delays In this section the spectrum and particularly maintenance continuity of the least upper bound of the real part of the spectrum with respect to the change of delays will be considered.
Let H(z) denote a quasi-polynomial in the form (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) with some delays depending on a parameter at [0,r], r>1. That is we assume that for some μ in ( Ν such that f(ß) = S(j then 8 ß is said to be st-root (structure root). The set of st-roots will be denoted by sN.
Let, for a given«, g (a) denote the least upper bound of real parts of roots of H a (z), that is, g(a) = sup {re ζ : H^fz) = 0} = sup re Remark.
From Theorem 1 it immediately follows that the difference-differential system corresponding to Η α (ζ) is of retarded or neutral type [l] if and only if g(a) is a finite number.
Let denote the least upper bound of real parts of st-roots within N. Property 1. Ν =» pN υ sN. This describes the fact that the roots H^z) are moving continuously in Κ with continuous ohange of parameter a. This can be easily concluded from fiouohe's theorem.
-501 . The function g is continuous at each point a, for which a corresponding difference-differential system is of retarded type.
In the particular case when M^ c I more properties of g(c<) could be proved. Theorem 4. IfM^cI then g(cxl is continuous on (0, oo).
Proof of this fact follows from Properties 1 and 4. Therefore in this case for the continuity verification of g(cx) on [θ, oo J we need to check it only at the point σ. = 0.
Now it easy to prove the next theorem. 
